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Construction
Turf Replacement & Extension
Wheat Ridge HS
Eidos – GTC
Gym Floor Replacement
Wheat Ridge HS
Eidos – GTC

Bid Date 4/24/23
Remodel the cafeteria with new flooring, wall paint, acoustical ceiling treatments, built-in furnishings, new lighting and revised ductwork.

Remove and replace toilet partitions, finishes and plumbing fixtures in the lower level restrooms.

Install new greenhouse addition at the corner of the 2-story classroom wing.

Replace single pane windows in the existing building.

DHH emergency alert lighting, audio enhancements.

Replace lighting in the main gym, auxiliary gym, weight room, wrestling; retrofit or replace existing luminaires in the 2-story classroom wing with new LED luminaires. Provide new lighting controls.

Remodel auditorium upgrading acoustics, lighting, new flooring, new seating, stage curtains.

Replace finishes throughout the building to develop consistent look and feel.

- Paint corridors in all areas of the building
- New carpet and tile in all areas of building
- Replace ceiling tiles throughout the building

Athletic Upgrades including backstops, sound system, toilet rooms, bleachers, trophy cases, protective wall mats.

Site resurface and paint parking lot, marquee sign at 32nd St.